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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The 2013-2014 Villages Census was commissioned by village operators to further 

understand the perception and attitudes of village residents across Australia. The survey 

aimed to provide insights into resident’s experiences in areas such as moving into their 

village, finances, village life, activities and health. The research will aid the village operators 

and managers in making strategic decisions regarding the future of villages across Australia. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A confidential paper and online survey, it consisted of 46 questions distributed to residents 

at 236 villages across Australia, and completed by both commercial and not-for-profit 

operators. The 46 questions were designed to both benchmark against the results of the 2011 

McCrindle Baynes Village Census, plus to extend the depth of understanding of the resident 

cohort with the newly introduced range of questions. 

The 2011 Census delivered a response from 10,600 residents across 11 largely private, large 

operators. 

This latest study was Australia’s largest research project conducted into the retirement 

village sector since the 2011 McCrindle Baynes Villages Census. 

The pen and paper survey was sent out to 12,805 residents across 236 villages. At time of 

analysis, there were 5,269 responses. 5,126 were received back in hard-copy format, whilst 

143 responses were received through the online survey link. 

The 2013 Census has delivered 5,269 responses across 23 smaller operators, with just one 

operator common to the 2011 Census. Therefore across the two surveys, approximately 

15,800 residents of retirement villages had participated, representing 13% of all village 

households. 

2012/ 2013 respondent focus 

Most importantly 1,029 responses in this Census are residents that have ‘bought in to a 

village in 2012 or 2013 (the last 23 months), generating an accurate snapshot of today’s 

purchaser of the village accommodation option. 

Much of this report will focus on the responses of this cohort. 
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PARTICIPATING OPERATORS 

Thank you to all the Villages who participated in the McCrindle Baynes 2013 survey in order 

to better understand the needs of Villages residents. The participating operators were: 

AEH group Masonic Care QLD 

Arcadia Novacare 

Aveo Parks Group Mgt- Langton Park 

Baldwin Pinnacle 

Baptists Community Services NSW Renaissance 

Blue Care Retirement Alliance 

Buxton RetireAustralia 

Carrington Care Riverside Gardens 

Gannon Lifestyle Group Secure Living 

Ingenia Southern Cross Care WA 

KeyInvest Sundale 

Lifestyle SA Tall Trees 

Living Care  
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INDUSTRY MYTHS BUSTED 

1. “Village catchment is limited to 10km” – Reality: 44% of residents moved more than 

20km from the family home, including 31% that moved more than 50km.  

2. “Prospective residents are focused on lifestyle villages” – Reality: seven out of the 

top 10 reasons for choosing the village accommodation option were physical health 

related. 

3. “The DMF and contract are major problems” – Reality: 97% found the financial 

arrangement suitable to their situation at time of entry to the village. 

OVERALL RESULTS 

Making the move 

▪ More than half (53%) of the village residents moved 10 kilometres or more from their 

previous home to their current village residence. 

▪ Most (79%) did not move a greater distance than they had wanted or anticipated. 

▪ A majority (51%) spent a year or less thinking of moving from their previous home, and 

for 43% this was influenced to some extent by a previous significant health incident. 

Push and Pull factors 

▪ Top 3 reasons residents chose to leave their previous home (Push factors) was to 

downsize while they could, their home was becoming too big to manage, and freedom 

from house responsibilities to be able to pursue other interests. 

▪ Top 3 reasons village residents chose their particular village (Pull factors) were because 

they could stay independent, it was a safe environment and had emergency support, and 

onsite maintenance. 

Residents’ expectation and satisfaction 

▪ Village residents mostly felt that their village operator managed their village effectively, 

with a majority (51%) stating that they were ‘very’ or ‘extremely’ effective.  

▪ Village residents mostly felt that their village manager managed their village effectively, 

with a majority (67%) stating that they were ‘very’ or ‘extremely’ effective.  
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Health status 

 

Respondents were optimistic about their health, with 50% believing their health was better 

than others of their age in the wider community. This is particularly interesting– 44% 

acknowledge that they have a recognised medical disability and 43% acknowledged that 

they had a significant health incident prior to joining the village and this health incident 

‘somewhat’ to ‘strongly’ influenced their decision to move into the village.  

While more than 2 in 5 village residents indicate that they have had significant health issues, 

residents also have the sense of security knowing that they have taken the necessary steps to 

optimise their position relative to others in the community. Namely their home is 

specifically designed to support them with disabilities, they have emergency support and 

people surrounding them taking an interest in their well-being. 

Village residents are in general, proud of their financial independence; 80% of village 

residents have not utilised any form of care package assistance, a significant statistic relative 

to the age distribution of the villages and their stated disabilities concentration. 

 

Of the respondents, more than 2 in 5 stated that they had a recognised medical disability.   

The fact that 70% of respondents had utilised the emergency call button also indicates that 

they have had medical events requiring immediate assistance. 

23%

27%

40%

8%

2%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Significantly better

Slightly better

About the same

Slightly worse

Significantly worse

Q. Compared with other people your age, do you consider 
your health to be:

44% 56%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

41.  Do you have a recognised medical disability?

Yes No
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The data indicates that people moved to the village that they considered suited their 

requirements – which could vary from one potential resident to another. The expectation is 

that the typical resident will move several rings out from their traditional suburb to enable 

them to purchase a lower priced village home, leaving cash left over to support them as they 

age. Given their health, they are likely to be seeking appropriate medical and care services 

co-located or nearby. 

Interestingly, being close to family was not the primary consideration. This is also shown in 

response to the ‘influential factors’ where family did not rate significantly. 

The decision-making process 

 

As found in the 2011 study, residents are making decisions to move into villages in a 

relatively short time frame. More than half of all residents (51%) had been thinking about the 

move for less than 12 months prior to moving into their village.  Around 1 in 6 considered 

the decision for less than three months. 

This data is mirrored almost identically in the results for residents that bought into villages 

in the last 23 months. 

Our 2008 report identified that while financial planning for retirement takes place over 

many years or decades, the decision to move into a retirement village is one that gets 

actively delayed. 

The report identified the Decision Passivity life stage that takes place during the decade of 

one’s 70s and into one’s 80s when no serious investigation into retirement living is 

undertaken. In fact as people grow older they move away from the concept of retirement 

villages as they perceive it as the first step towards institutional care. As health, home costs, 

16%

35%
38%

8%
3%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

0 - 3 months 4 - 12 months 1 - 3 years 4 - 6 years 7+ years

Q. Prior to moving in to your village how long had you been 
thinking of moving from your home?
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they had moved into their village in this time. Looking at the years prior to the GFC (2001-

2008), just over a third (35%) had moved into their village at this time. 

Communicating with today’s retirees 

 

Around 4 in 5 (79%) respondents stated that the contract had either been very or fairly well 

explained and they understood all or most of the conditions. These results show that village 

residents value the need to understand the village contract prior to making the move. For 1 

in 5 residents (18%), the explanations were inadequate although the industry is dealing with 

this and as the insight below shows, there is a clear trend of improved explanations. 

 

4%

39%

40%

14%

4%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

I was not involved in the contract process

Very well explained & I clearly understood it

Fairly well explained & I understood most of it

Marginally well explained & I understood some of it

Poorly explained & I didn't understand it

Q. To what extent was the village contract explained and did 
you feel you understood it before making the decision to 

move into your village?

Insight: Year of Move 

It was interesting to note from the findings that the more recent the move, the more 

likely the respondent was to express that their contract had been very well explained 

and that they clearly understood it. More specifically, more than half (48%) of those 

who moved post-GFC (2012-13), felt that it was very well explained, compared to 

39% of those within the GFC period (2009-2011) and 35% of pre-GFC residents. 
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PUSH & PULL FACTORS 

Push factors: why they left their previous home 

 

Overall, as identified in the 2011 research, health factors most influenced their decision to 

leave their previous home. 7 of the Top 10 factors specifically related to the health of the 

respondent or their spouse. Analysing the individual reasons why respondents chose to 

leave their previous home, it was evident that the decision was strongly guided by the 

responsibilities and obligations concerned with their previous home. More specifically, the 

3%

4%

4%

5%

6%

6%

6%

8%

8%

15%

12%

12%

17%

13%

13%

17%

25%

3%

5%

6%

6%

6%

8%

9%

10%

11%

9%

14%

16%

11%

21%

22%

21%

34%

6%

8%

9%

11%

10%

14%

20%

13%

15%

6%

15%

22%

10%

22%

22%

20%

21%

7%

9%

9%

12%

10%

15%

19%

11%

16%

3%

11%

19%

8%

18%

15%

15%

7%

81%

75%

71%

67%

67%

58%

45%

59%

51%

67%

49%

31%

54%

26%

28%

26%

13%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Family / friends moving away from where I lived

Financial reasons - I couldn't afford the family home…

Financial reasons - wanted to release money

Loneliness

My family's concern/pressure

Concern about who would support me in the future

Wanted to spend more time with people like me

Needing to be closer to public transport / shops

Safety concerns in being isolated from neighbours…

Loss of my spouse

Proximity to medical services

Concern about my future health

My spouse's health

Need for a home specially designed for easier ageing

Freedom from house responsibilities to be able to do…

Home was too big to manage

Downsize while physically I still could

Q. How influential were each of the following factors for you 
leaving your previous home?

Extremely influential Very influential Moderately influential Slightly influential Not at all influential
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Pull factors: why they chose this village 

 

As with the push factors, 6 of the Top 10 pull factors were health or practical rather than 

lifestyle or aspirational. More specifically, safety and support was found to be strongly 

valued, with a safe environment and emergency support services selected as the second 

most important pull factor.  
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23%

15%
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28%
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17%
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18%

13%

18%

17%
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14%
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10%

13%

15%
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10%
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64%

63%

55%

56%

28%

35%

21%

22%

27%

41%

30%

27%

37%

22%

12%

17%

19%

12%

8%

7%

10%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

My family convinced me

The ethos and values of the village operator - e.g.…

Friend's recommended the village

It is co-located with an aged care facility

The sales presentation and information

Reputation of the operator and brand

Village activities

Sense of community/ neighbourhood

Budget security - the certainty of knowing my weekly…

It is near my old home and familiar services

Financial independence - I could buy my unit and…

Care could be delivered on-site

It is near my family

Reputation of the village

Village facilities

Having a village manager to solve problems

Support with house maintenance

Quality and modern design of my village home

Maintenance is onsite

Safe environment & emergency support (e.g. alarm)

I could stay independent

Q. How influential were the following factors for you in 
choosing this village? 

Extremely influential Very influential Moderately influential Slightly influential Not at all influential
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Findings showed that a majority of respondents had utilised the emergency call button at 

the village. Over a third (35%) had also made use of the on-site medical service, whilst a 

similar proportion (30%) had utilised the visiting medical service. This reinforces that the 

push and pull factors (medical dominated) were for most, not just decision influencers but 

important practical services of which they have availed themselves. 

Village satisfaction 

 

When comparing the expectations they had with their village and their experience of living 

in the village, respondents were extremely positive. More specifically, 2 in 3 (65%) stated 

that they were either ‘extremely’ or ‘very satisfied’ that their expectations had been met. 

12%

23%

30%

70%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

On-site medical service (during the night)

On-site medical service (during the day)

Visiting medical service (e.g. doctor who
regularly visits the village each fortnight)

Emergency call button

Q. Which of the following have you used while at the village?

15%

50%

27%

6%

2%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Extremely satisfied

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Slightly satisfied

Not at all satisfied

Q. To what extent are you satisfied that your expectations of 
this village have been met?
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When asked whether they would make the same decision to move into this village again, 

results were very positive with a large majority (75%) stating that they were happy with 

their choice and would ‘probably’ or ‘definitely’ make the same decision again. Less than 1 

in 10 (9%) indicated that they would not choose their village again. 

NET PROMOTER SCORE - VILLAGE LIVING  

The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is based on the fundamental perspective that every 

organisation’s customers can be divided into three categories: Promoters, Passives, and 

Detractors. 

By asking “On a scale of 0-10, how likely is it that you would recommend this village to a 

friend?” the NPS model can track these groups and get a clear measure of the Villages’ 

overall performance. Customers respond on a 0-to-10 point rating scale and are categorized 

as follows: 

▪ Promoters (score 9-10) are loyal enthusiasts and motivated promoters who will keep 

engaging and refer others, fuelling growth. 

▪ Passives (score 7-8) are satisfied but not yet passionate customers who are potentially 

open to competitive offerings. 

▪ Detractors (score 0-6) range from being somewhat satisfied to unhappy customers who 

are not strongly engaged and can impede growth through faint praise or negative word-

of-mouth. 

48%

27%

16%

5%

4%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Yes definitely – I am very happy with the decision and 
would definitely make it again

Yes probably – overall I am happy with the decision and 
would probably make it again

Yes perhaps - there have been a few concerns but I
guess I'd choose this village next time

No, not this village – I would make the decision to move 
to a village again, but would not choose this village

No, not at all – I would not make the decision to move 
into a village again

Q. Would you make the same decision to move into this 
village again?
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The NPS score for the retirement villages industry based on the 2013 Villages Census is 25. 

The 2013 Bain and Company (owners of the NPS methodology) study of 19 Australian 

industries found that 16 of 19 received a negative NPS score.23 These industry scores ranged 

from -44 (gas utilities) to +24 (online retail). Based on this national NPS data and this 

comprehensive villages study, not only is the retirement villages industry one of the few 

to receive a positive score, of the data available it is Australia’s highest rated industry.  

Recommending village living 

 

                                                      

23  Bain & Co. Australia, “The powerful economics of customer loyalty in Australia”, accessed 

December 2013, 

5%
2% 2% 2% 2%
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Q. On a scale of 0-10, how likely is it that you would 
recommend this village to a friend?

45%
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Q. On a scale of 0-10, how likely is it that you would 
recommend village living but not this village?
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VILLAGE AFFORDABILITY AND FINANCIAL SENTIMENT  

Individual net worth and income 

 

Census respondents were asked to calculate their approximate net worth by adding up the 

value of their assets (excluding the value of their village home) and subtracting their debts. 

More than half (51%) indicated a net worth of less than $200,000. (Recent movers 45%). Just 

28% had a net worth of between $200,000 and $500,000. (Recent movers 30%). Almost 1 in 4 

(22%) of village residents have net assets of more than $500,000 excluding the family home 

with 7% being net worth millionaires. 

This is not surprising again as this generation did not fully benefit from the introduction of 

superannuation and would have seen their investments suffer from the GFC. More 

importantly, on average they will have funded at least 15 years of retirement from their 

savings. This is now reflected in their reliance on the pension and other government 

17%

15%

11%

8%

12%

9%

7%

5%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%
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0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

$0 - $49,999

$50,000- $99,999

$100,000-$149,999

$150,000 - $199,999

$200,000-$299,999

$300,000-$399,999

$400,000-$499,999

$500,000-$599,999

$600,000-$699,999

$700,000-$799,999

$800,000-$899,999

$900,000-$999,999

$1-1.1 million

$1.1-1.2 million

$1.2-1.3 million

$1.3-1.4 million

$1.4-1.5 million

$1.5 million plus

Q. If you were to add up the value of all your assets excluding 
the value of your village home and subtract the total of your 
debts, what would be your net worth? (If you are not exactly 

sure, please estimate)
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When asked about the cost of living in their current village home in comparison to the costs 

at their previous home, respondents most commonly indicated that the costs were about the 

same (41%). Slightly more residents stated that their current village costs were more 

expensive to some extent (32%), as opposed to being less expensive to some extent (28%). 

67% of all retirement village residents stated their village home cost less than their previous 

family home. A better indication may be the recently joined residents who can provide a 

more recent comparison of their cost of living. 70% reported the village home was the same 

or less expensive. 23% stated it was slightly more expensive and 6% claimed it was 

significantly more expensive. 

9%

23%

41%

19%

7%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Significantly more expensive

Slightly more expensive

About the same

Slightly less expensive

Significantly less expensive

Q. How does the cost of living in your village home compare 
with the cost of living in your previous home? (Including 

maintenance, insurance and rates etc.)

Insight: Total Net Worth 

Low net worth individuals were much more likely to indicate that their current village 

home had costed less than $299,999 (73%), compared to high net worth individuals 

(19%). 
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Perception of their financial decision 

 

Results showed that whilst respondents felt positive overall about their move into a village, 

whether this was a ‘good’ financial decision was interpreted varyingly. Specifically, 2 in 5 

(36%) respondents indicated that the move had been a ‘very’ or ‘extremely good’ financial 

decision, whilst a third (36%) stated that it was ‘somewhat’ good. Only 1 in 10 felt that their 

decision to move had been ‘not at all good’. 

  

6%

30%

36%

17%

10%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Extremely good

Very good

Somewhat good

Slightly good

Not at all good

Q. To what extent has your move into a village been a good 
financial decision?

2011 Census 

Interestingly, respondents in the 2011 Census were more likely to indicate that they 

had no opinion of the deferred management fee or that it didn’t affect them (44%). 

This was higher than the 2013 percentage of 25%. 
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Impact of village living 

 

Overall, results pointed to the significantly positive impact of moving into a village 

residence, with respondent perceptions of the impact generally confident and optimistic. 

The key factor indicated by respondents as having improved since moving into the village, 

was their feelings of confidence and security, with a majority (66%) indicating that this had 

improved to some extent. Given the fact that 43% of residents had a significant health 

incident prior to joining the village, there is evidence supporting the idea that the support 

that the environment of the village community gave them allowed them to have a greater 

sense of security and confidence they would not have enjoyed in their family home.  

Whilst a majority of respondents stated that their mental wellbeing had stayed the same 

since the move from their previous family home, for a third (36%) of residents, this had 

improved to some extent. Similarly, whilst for most residents physical health had also 

remained about the same since their move, for a quarter (24%) it had improved to some 

extent. 

 

8%

15%

34%

16%

21%

32%

63%

58%

31%

10%

5%

3%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Physical health

Mental wellbeing

My feeling of confidence and security

Q. How did the move from your family home into your village 
affect the following areas of your life?

Significantly improved after I moved into the village Slightly improved after I moved into the village
Did not change after I moved into the village Slightly declined after I moved into the village
Significantly declined after I moved into the village

Insight: Year of Move 

Residents who moved into their village residence post-GFC (2012-2013) were more 

likely than any cohort to indicate that their mental wellbeing improved after they 

moved into the village (46%), when compared to those within the GFC period (2009-

2011; 37%) and prior to 2008 (pre-GFC; 31%). 
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SEGMENTATIONS: 2013 RESIDENT 
PROFILES 

LOCAL MOVERS VS. LONG HAULERS 

Local movers are residents who moved five kilometres or less to their village home, while 

long haulers moved fifty kilometres or more. 

 

Local Movers 

 

Local movers are comprised of village residents who move five kilometres or less from their 

previous home, and make up 24% of village residents. They are slightly more likely to be 

Strong social connections 

Value familiarity  

Community is important 
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QUICK DECIDERS VS. LONG-TERM ANALYSERS 

Quick deciders are those who make their decision to move into their village residence within 

a year or less, whereas long term analysers made their decision over a period of four years 

or more. 

 

Quick Deciders 

 

Quick Deciders make up half (51%) of the 2013 respondents and are those who make their 

decision to move into their village residence within a year or less. They are more likely to be 

widowed than married and fall into two main categories: those who are characterised by a 

tendency to make quick, yet purposeful decisions, and those who base their decision to 

move on a key catalytic incident which propels them to action. Remarkably, whilst Quick 

Deciders made the major life change in a short time frame, they are typically even happier 

with their decision to move into their village residence than the Long-term Analysers. 

Strongly influenced by own or spouse health  

Require more individual support 

Medical and allied health services pivotal 
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LOW SES VS. HIGH NET WORTH 

Low Socioeconomic Status (SES) residents are those who have a net worth of less than 

$99,999 (excluding the value of their village home), whereas High Net Worth (HNW) 

residents are those who have a net worth (in addition to the value of their village home) of 

$900,000 and above.   
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URBAN NEXTER   

Definition 

▪ Family focussed 

▪ Optimistic by nature 

▪ Social and interested in the world around them 

▪ Interest in the arts 

▪ Financially comfortable 

▪ Solid core of social friends, wide age group 

▪ Interested in volunteerism 

▪ Experienced in the digital environment 

▪ Fashion and image conscious  

▪ “Our work is done. 

“Now it’s time for us.” 

 

Descriptor 

Urban Nexters are first or second married couples with both partners having tertiary 

education or careers that have carried responsibility. They have travelled and enjoy the 

company of people with imagination, with views on the world. They have spent the 

majority of their adult life being responsible for the family and sacrificing their own 

ambitions. Now the kids have been successfully launched into life it is their turn. They will 

look to relocate from the middle/outer suburbs where schools are to the inner suburbs where 

the arts, eateries and easy transport is. They are still relatively conservative and rational in 

their decision making processes. They are also cautious with money, preferring quality over 

quantity. Staying close to family is important but they appreciate that they need to make 

their own way and if need be the kids have to follow them. 

2013 Results 

▪ Strongly involved in social clubs and community groups (65% currently) 

▪ Strongly value staying connected with family and friends, with 65% having 

visitors at least every week or so 

▪ More than half (59%) are involved in volunteer work to some extent 
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URBAN NEXTER   

Communication Tone 

▪ Stylish, well designed 

collateral 

▪ First person - engaging 

▪ Positive tone 

▪ Emotional platform 

supported by quality 

facts 

▪ Traditional values 

▪ Direct offer 

Sales Approach 

▪ Friendly but professional 

▪ Can ask personal 

questions if permission 

asked first 

▪ Develop empathy by 

revealing own personal 

situation 

▪ Refer to others who have 

made the same journey 

▪ Emphasise sense of 

community 

▪ Offer to introduce other 

residents 

▪ Emphasise freedom 

▪ Provide facts and 

information that can be 

independently verified 

▪ Ask for the business - 

demonstrate 

commitment to win their 

business 

Marketing Guide 

▪ Professional imagery, 

including people, 

internal living spaces, 

especially 

entertainment and 

study areas  

Well-designed branding  

Quality materials well 

written  

Compendium, DVD, fact 

sheets  

Case studies of residents  

Profiles on the owner/ 

operator  

Back issues of 

newsletters  

Local map - transport, 

eateries, services, library  

Contract with support 

material 

▪ Events  

Host dinner with like-

minded residents  

Monthly lunches with an 

open invitation  

Introduction to local 

solicitors/accountants/do

ctors  

‘Meet the owner’ 

cocktails  

Participate in village 

excursion to art gallery, 

theatre 

 

▪ Web site  

People images  

Interior images of 

entertainment areas of 

ILUs  

Video testimonials  

Extensive list of local 

clubs facilities with maps  

Editorial  

Virtual tours 

▪ TV: regional - Yes 

▪ Radio: Yes 
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QUALITATIVE INSIGHTS 

A MESSAGE TO VILLAGE OPERATORS AND 

GOVERNMENT POLICY MAKERS 

Overall, respondents reported being very satisfied with their retirement living arrangements 

and their management team. These respondents reported that moving into a village was an 

excellent decision that they would recommend for other retirees.  

When asked if they had one message for operators and the government about retirement 

villages based on their own experience, resident responses were in-depth and varied. 

Causes for concern centred primarily on fees and personal communication with village 

management.   

Reassessment of ongoing village fees  

An overwhelming number of respondents urged operators to reassess the fees associated 

with living in a retirement village. There was a desire for management and maintenance 

fees to be charged at reasonable and predictable rates.   

A large number of people barely survive, every year the rates go up.   

The deferred management fee is too high. They should keep the monthly and exit fees as low as 

possible.   

Ongoing contribution fees were seen as a concern by some residents.  

I am concerned that when we pass away, my children will have difficulty getting back the money that 

they paid to enter the 99 year lease.  

Entrance fees are too high.  

Residents would like their financial difficulties be heard by policy makers and operators, 

and to have greater control of their fees. 

Always remember some villages will always need some financial help, please remember.  
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11.  How did you hear about this particular village? (Please select as many as 
apply to you) 

Answer   
 

Response % 

I live locally and have known it for some time   
 

1,970 40% 

Word of mouth - friends/others have said 

good things 
  
 

1,380 28% 

I have friends in the village   
 

849 17% 

I have been to events in the village   
 

301 6% 

Internet (searched on the internet)   
 

272 6% 

Received a brochure   
 

304 6% 

Newspaper advertisements   
 

674 14% 

Radio advertisements   
 

52 1% 

TV advertisements   
 

70 1% 

Billboards   
 

121 2% 

Shopping centre display   
 

25 1% 

My children found it on the internet   
 

351 7% 

 

12.  Did you consider moving into an aged care home instead of a retirement 
village? 

Answer   
 

Response % 

Yes - considered in-depth   
 

73 1% 

Yes - considered to some extent   
 

139 3% 

No - I did not consider this   
 

4,780 96% 

Total  4,992 100% 

 

13.  To what extent was the village contract explained and did you feel you 
understood it before making the decision to move into your village? 

Answer   
 

Response % 

I was not involved in the contract process   
 

207 4% 

Very well explained & I clearly understood it   
 

1,848 38% 

Fairly well explained & I understood most of 

it 
  
 

1,908 40% 

Marginally well explained & I understood 

some of it 
  
 

666 14% 

Poorly explained & I didn't understand it   
 

184 4% 

Total  4,813 100% 
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15.  How influential were the following factors for you in choosing this village?  

Question 
Extremely 

influential 

Very 

influential 

Moderately 

influential 

Slightly 

influential 

Not at all 

influential 

Total 

Responses 

I could stay 

independent 
32% 35% 17% 6% 10% 4,214 

Safe environment & 

emergency support (e.g. 

alarm) 

28% 35% 22% 9% 7% 4,091 

Maintenance is onsite 25% 34% 24% 9% 8% 4,055 

Having a village 

manager to solve 

problems 

22% 27% 21% 13% 17% 3,960 

Support with house 

maintenance 
21% 28% 21% 11% 19% 3,975 

It is near my family 21% 19% 14% 9% 37% 4,044 

Quality and modern 

design of my village 

home 

19% 33% 25% 12% 12% 3,894 

Reputation of the 

village 
18% 26% 22% 13% 22% 3,816 

It is near my old home 

and familiar services 
17% 19% 15% 8% 41% 3,928 

Financial independence 

- I could buy my unit 

and have money left to 

live on 

17% 19% 19% 14% 31% 3,940 

Care could be delivered 

on-site 
17% 22% 20% 14% 27% 3,889 

Village facilities 15% 31% 28% 15% 12% 3,933 

It is co-located with an 

aged care facility 
14% 11% 10% 9% 56% 3,597 

Budget security - the 

certainty of knowing 

my weekly costs 

14% 21% 23% 16% 27% 3,835 

Reputation of the 

operator and brand 
13% 19% 20% 13% 35% 3,676 

Sense of community/ 

neighbourhood 
11% 21% 29% 17% 22% 3,823 

Village activities 11% 21% 29% 18% 21% 3,905 

Friend's recommended 

the village 
10% 14% 12% 9% 55% 3,644 

The sales presentation 

and information 
10% 18% 25% 18% 28% 3,761 

My family convinced 

me 
9% 9% 9% 9% 64% 3,722 

The ethos and values of 

the village operator - 

e.g. not-for-profit, 

Christian etc. 

8% 9% 11% 8% 63% 3,501 
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23.  How does the cost of living in your village home compare with the cost of 
living in your previous home? (Including maintenance, insurance and rates etc.) 

Answer   
 

Response % 

Significantly more expensive   
 

465 10% 

Slightly more expensive   
 

1,113 23% 

About the same   
 

2,018 41% 

Slightly less expensive   
 

951 19% 

Significantly less expensive   
 

341 7% 

Total  4,888 100% 

 

24.  What do you think of the fees that will be paid to the village operator when 
you leave the village? (This is sometimes called the Deferred Management Fee or 
Exit Fee). The fees are: 

Answer   
 

Response % 

A reasonable fee   
 

1,408 29% 

An unreasonable fee   
 

2,249 47% 

It doesn't affect me   
 

453 9% 

I have no opinion - I do not understand 

it 
  
 

704 15% 

Total  4,814 100% 

 

25.  To what extent has your move into a village been a good financial decision? 

Answer   
 

Response % 

Extremely good   
 

293 6% 

Very good   
 

1,468 30% 

Somewhat good   
 

1,788 36% 

Slightly good   
 

857 17% 

Not at all good   
 

507 10% 

Total  4,913 100% 

 




